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STC Artistic Director John McHenry
Welcome to The Wind in the Willows! I'm so happy that you're here
with us to celebrate another Students On Stage production, with
music written by my good friend, J.L.
The actors, directors, designers, creative team and stage management
have given so much of their time to the production of this musical.
The end product is a delightful telling of a cherished children's story.
We have just announced our 2019.2020 Season. A Canadian hockey
legend, a Cree activist, Scrooge and four stars of old Hollywood will
tell their stories in productions that have been critically acclaimed
across the country. As well, The Nutcracker, Pink Floyd's The Wall,
Abigail B. Seven Year Old Superhero and The Sweet Juliets will all be
coming to our stage, and you won't want to miss next year's SOS
production as we re-imagine Cinderella! For more information on our
"All Four One" season, visit sudburytheatre.com.
We are grateful for the continued support of the City of Greater Sudbury, Canada Council for the Arts, Ontario
Arts Council, and the support of local arts organizations, businesses and individuals. Enjoy the show!

Director of Education RALPH McINTOSH
Ralph joined the STC family in July 2015 after a lengthy
teaching career with the Rainbow District School Board.
Ralph taught in the Arts Education Program at Sudbury
Secondary School for over 20 years, serving as choirmaster
and musical director for many high school musicals and
variety shows. From 2005 to 2015, he served as the Arts
Education Coordinator for the Rainbow District School Board.
Ralph continues to volunteer in the arts community as the
General Manager for the Young Sudbury Singers, and Chair
of the Joan Mantle Music Trust, which raises funds for
musical instruments and equipment in Rainbow schools.

SUDBURY THEATRE CENTRE - ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
John McHenry
Artistic Director
Katherine Smith
Director of Operations & Production
Dennis Cropper
Director of Audience Services
Ralph McIntosh
Director of Education
Carik Gaudet
Communications Intern
Garrett Carr, Kiley Gethings, Ashley Legedza, Sean Lynott
Box Office / Front of House
Ben Whiteman
Technical Director
Drew Saunders
Head Technician
Jude Bryant
Facilities Caretaker
Visit www.sudburytheatre.com to learn more about our exciting 2019|2020 season, as well as our
Drama and Vocal classes, March Break and Summer Camps, and our Students On Stage program.
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STC STUDY GUIDES
FOR THE TEACHER
STC provides a study guide for each play attended by our elementary student audiences. The teacher is
encouraged to download the guides from the STC website and to make use of the background
materials, notes on the play and the author, and suggestions for related research or classroom
activities and assignments. The guides are intended to save the busy teacher time, and augment the
classroom activities connected to the class field trip to the theatre.
Depending on the individual play, secondary school teachers of Drama, English, Social Science, History,
and other subjects may also find something useful for their classes in the guides.
Note: Each activity is designed to work for all grades 1 - 8 with the understanding that there will be
varying levels. Activities and their objectives are linked to the Ontario Curriculum Guidelines by grade
and subject. Teachers are free and welcome to adapt any of the activities or information to suit the age
and level of their students and the subject(s) taught.
So tell your colleagues at both levels about these guides and encourage their use!
Your feedback regarding the content and set-up of these materials is welcomed by STC.

The Wind in the Willows ~ The Cast
CHARACTER
MOLE
RAT
TOAD
MR. BADGER
MRS. BADGER
RABBIT ROBERT
RABBIT ROSE
ALFRED
JAILOR’S DAUGHTER
WASHERWOMAN
ENGINE DRIVER
DUCKLING/NEWSIE/TOAD’S BIGGEST FAN #1
DUCKLING/NEWSIE/TOAD’S BIGGEST FAN #2
POLICE OFFICER #1
POLICE OFFICER #2
HEAD WEASEL
HEAD STOAT
ASSISTANT WEASEL
ASSISTANT STOAT
JUDGE
CLERK

ACTOR
Blaine Thornton
Kaylee Ross
Eric Belanger
Kieran Jensen
Karly Thornton
Kevin Kelly
Madeline Bilyk
Ava Levecque
Brooke Palladino
Kalem Mahaffy
Riley Schafer
Madison Landry
Madeleine Signorile-Liard
Zaneta-Faith Nanji
Ava Reaume
Grace Reich
Mackenzy Zatylny
Zoe Langille
Ryan Pyke
Sam Leach-Jarrett
Brady Fex
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ABOUT THE PLAY
The Wind in the Willows is adapted from Kenneth Grahame’s book of the same name, published in 1908.
Plot Synopsis: The Wind in the Willows is the story about four friends: Ratty, Moley, Toad, and Badger.
It begins with Mole deciding to enjoy the beautiful spring weather rather than continue cleaning his
home. He meets Ratty and goes on the river for the first time. He and Ratty meet up with Toad, who is
reckless and conceited. Badger, who is well respected, sets out with Moley and Ratty to try and keep
Toad out of trouble. But, Toad ends up crashing multiple cars and is sent to prison. While his three
friends try to figure out how to save him, he pretends to be a milkmaid and escapes. He discovers that
Toad Hall has been taken over by weasels and stoats from the Wild Wood and he executes a plan to
reclaim it, with Ratty, Moley and Badger offering their help.
Themes: Friendship, Adventure, Materialism, Exploration

A Message from the Directors, Kelsey & Garrett
“Beyond the wild wood is the Wide World. I've never been there, and I'm never
going, nor you either, if you've any sense at all.”
What a wondrous road it has been piecing together the wide world of The Wind in The Willows along
with such talented and imaginative young artists. This classic story of friendship and personal growth
reminds us that no matter who we are or how old we are, we are all capable of change... sometimes.
In this story we watch Mole discover an entirely new world above ground, while Toad struggles to stay
away from those flashy but dangerous hobbies. With twists and turns along the way, not entirely
dissimilar to that of a river bank on which our story takes place, our characters develop friendships that
will truly stand the test of time.
We would like to extend a warm thank you to the STC team for sharing their passion and expertise with
the students. We thank the students for their hard work and creativity and for reminding us to laugh
often. To the audience, we thank you for your support and sincerely hope you enjoy the show.
Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it.
- Goethe

About the Author – Kenneth Grahame
Kenneth Grahame was born in March 1859 in Edinburgh, Scotland and died in July 1932 in Pangbourne,
Berkshire, England. His mother died of scarlet fever when he was five and basically abandoned by his
father, Grahame went to live with his grandmother in Cookham Dean near the Thames. At the age of
nine, he attended boarding school at St.Edward’s in Oxford. Grahame was unable to afford to go to
university and so, guided by his family, he took a career at the Bank of England, which he stayed until he
retired in 1908 due to poor health.
He contributed articles to journals such as the St. James Gazette and the Yellow Book as well as
published collections of sketches, stories, and essays such as Pagan Papers, The Golden Age, and Dream
Days that were recollections of childhood. The Wind in the WIllows was turned down by several
publishers and began as a bedtime story told to his only child, Alistair. Alistair had a tragic death at
twenty years of age that left Grahame and his wife in such great sorrow that they lived in seclusion
thereafter.
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BEFORE THE PLAY:

PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES & DISCUSSION

CLASS DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
●
●
●
●
●

Who has seen/read Wind in the Willows?
How are stories told in different ways? (i.e. books, movies, storytelling, theatre)
Why do we read and listen to stories?
What makes stories enjoyable?
What can we learn from stories?

ACTIVITY ONE: READ THE BOOK

OBJECTIVES: To practice listening skills. To identify time and place in a story. To recall key events in a
story.
Individually, in groups, or as a class, read the original book of Wind in the Willows by Kenneth Grahame.
You can find the book in the library or online (http://www.childrensnursery.org.uk/wind-in-willows/).
As you read, make a list of the following:
1.

Name of each character introduced and words used to describe them.

2.

All the places and locations introduced.

Summarize the story in your own words. You can describe it aloud, in writing, or by arranging the
following images in order.
CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grade 1 - 3: Reading: 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.7
Grade 4 - 6: Reading: 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 3.1, 3.3
Grade 7 - 8: Reading: 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 3.1, 3.2

https://www.abc.net.au/news/image/37253843x2-940x627.jpg

http://images6.fanpop.com/image/photos/404
00000/The-Sett-the-wind-in-the-willows40411934-1772-1086.jpg
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https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0654/5757/pr
oducts/1a0a11d0136adf13c9e02f0468f853fb4_1024x10
24.jpg?v=1486662509

http://www.richardjohnsonillustration.co.uk/wp
-content/uploads/2014/12/Wind_ToadCar.jpg

https://art4clip.com/images/drawn-toadjourney-road-18.jpg

https://www.alephbet.com/pictures/2054_3.JP
G?v=1485148234

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/j8GoUO0Bhs0/V7enoxIvpwI/AAAAAAAAI1E/FOJ
MOqJmPrs1jTZ1PKB8BbyJyTSg3TxACEw/s1600/8%2Btoad%2Bbec
omes%2Ba%2Bwasherwoman.jpg

https://i.etsystatic.com/15395523/r/il/f91697/1
246305906/il_794xN.1246305906_kw31.jpg

https://i.pinimg.com/236x/2a/a1/dd/2aa1dd45
62c14cb8407f564fdd7008bb--illustrationchildren-mole.jpg

https://www.lookandlearn.com/historyimages/preview/A/A007/A007845_The-Windin-the-Willows.jpg

https://www.jonkers.co.uk/uploads/cache/0001
9/00019717/00019717-730x540.jpeg?v=1
https://images.fineartamerica.com/imagesmedium-large-5/the-wind-in-the-willows-toadin-jail-philip-mendoza.jpg
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AT THE PLAY
Creating theatre involves many people working very hard behind the scenes.
All of these jobs are creative and fun, but also very hard work, and require lots of training.

CREATIVE & PRODUCTION TEAM
Kenneth Grahame

Author

Barbara Worthy

Playwright/Lyricist

John-Luke Addison

Composer/Arranger

Garrett Carr

Director

Kelsey Rutledge

Director

Kelly Perras

Musical Director

Ashley Legedza

Choreographer

Damien Laframboise

Pianist

Morgan Cook

Stage Manager

Ethan Bleskie

Lighting Designer

SOS Creative Team

Set Design

Kelly Perras

Costume Designer

Niamh Cunningham-Closs

Scenic Painter / Costume Assistant

Madison Roy

Costume/Properties Assistant

Blaine Thornton (Mole)

Ben Whiteman

Technical Director / Carpenter

STC – May 2019

Drew Saunders

Head Technician / Properties

Kaylee Ross (Rat) and

Garrett Carr and Kelsey Rutledge, DIRECTORS
The Director is the person who chooses the actors for the show and then works with the designers
to decide how to tell the playwright’s story. Sometimes a show needs lots of sets, costumes and
props to support the actors on stage, and sometimes it can be very simple, involving only the cast.
The director also works with the actors to interpret their roles, and decides what movements
(blocking) and voices the actors will use to tell the story. In the end, it is the director’s job to make
sure that the many designers, builders and performers are all telling the same story, and that all of
the elements fit together.
Morgan Cook, STAGE MANAGER
The Stage Manager works with the Director, Cast, and Production teams, to guide the entire show
into one cohesive product which will be presented in front of an audience. The stage manager is
responsible for organizing and coordinating the rehearsal schedule while working around the
production schedule. The SM notes all of the movements and cues developed during rehearsal and
calls all the cues during the actual performance, ensuring that the show you see is the same show
we rehearsed with the director.
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PRODUCTION MANAGER
The Production Manager works with the carpenters, props artists, wardrobe and others to make sure all
the production elements such as set, props, and costumes are ready on time and within budget. The
production manager regularly communicates with the Director and the designers so that the final
products that make it into the show are as close as possible to their vision.
SETS include the complete stage setting for a scene, act or play. Sets tell you where you are – a castle, a
house, a dock, a forest or even at sea! Sets are made mostly of wood but can be made partly of cloth,
steel, Styrofoam and even plastic.

The set for STC’s
“The Wind in the Willows”
May 2019

SET DESIGNER
The Set Designer draws the sets, chooses colours, and oversees design elements. An understanding of
architecture and the “looks” of various periods help the designer to create a playing space that is
appropriate to the era of a given script and supports the director’s vision for the show.
When a show has a variety of locations, the design needs to allow for quick changes of scene. A set
designer needs to be a good communicator, able to interpret the script and the input of others (the
director, other designers, carpenters, etc.) and integrate this information into their final concept.
CARPENTERS build the sets and often need to be very creative in building set pieces that can serve many
purposes and are easy to move onstage or pack for touring.
SCENIC PAINTERS get to play with paint and sometimes materials that create different textures. Scenic
painters make wood look like marble or stone and Styrofoam look like wood.
PROPS ARTISTS build and paint the sets and props. Props (short for properties) are objects used on
stage that actors hold or handle in any way (other than sets and costumes). This could mean chairs,
curtains, cups, lamps, purses or handbags, or eyeglasses, as well as any decorations you see on set.
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SOUND AND LIGHTS Lighting, sound effects and music create atmosphere, mood and setting.

Ethan Bleskie, LIGHTING DESIGNER
The Lighting Designer creates lighting states that can change the mood, the sense of place and time of
day on stage. Lighting designers know how to make the best use of the subtle and powerful medium of
light, creating effects that can be changed at will to match the mood of the action.
The lighting designer begins by reading the script to be produced, noting the type of light it calls for in
each scene. They attend rehearsals to get a feel for the lighting cues and to plan how to light the actors
as they move from place to place on stage. The lighting designer then creates lighting states that can
change the mood, the sense of place and time of day on stage.

SOUND DESIGN
The sound designer can be responsible for how the mix of the show sounds. A sound designer can also
be responsible for the creation of all the sounds that you hear that make up the world of the play. These
sounds, along with the music and the vocal contributions of the incredible actors, create a full
experience for the audience.
The sound design is completed before rehearsals, and that the plan must be very specific. There can be
no extra or unwanted sounds. The work of the sound designer is then incorporated into the work of the
actors to produce an exciting and dynamic show, moving from one space to another across the stage.

COSTUME DESIGNER
The costume designer is the person who chooses what the actors’ costumes and hair will look like.
Sometimes the clothing can be bought already made and sometimes they have to be made by a
wardrobe seamstress. The designer researches the time period of the show, chooses the fabric and
colours, and then designs each of the costumes.
The WARDROBE DEPARTMENT
drafts patterns, cuts, sews and
assembles costumes, fits the
actors in the clothing, and styles
wigs.

The cast of STC’s
“The Wind in the Willows”
May 2019
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AFTER THE PLAY

Ideas, Activities and Information for Teachers

DISCUSSION
Students are encouraged to refer to the play when responding to the following questions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What was your experience of the whole production?
What did you enjoy most about the show?
How did this play make you feel? What does it make you wonder about?
How did you feel when you heard the music in the play?
How did the production communicate time and place?
How is the play different from the book?
What questions do you have about the production or the story?
If you could speak to the playwright or another character in the play, what would you like to ask them?
What character do you relate to the most and why?
Why do you think people go see plays?
How were you a supportive audience member? How did that impact your experience of the show?

CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grade 1 - 3 Oral Communication: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.3
Grade 4 - 6 Oral Communication: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7
Grade 7 - 8 Oral Communication: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7

ACTIVITY TWO: POETRY

OBJECTIVES: To identify rhyming words. To use rhyme to create a poem. To identify rhythm and
understand how to create it in writing and speech.
Using the excerpt from the play, answer the following:
1.
Identify the rhyming words.
2.
What makes words rhyme?
3.
Count how many beats there are in each line. Is there a pattern?
4.
How are punctuation and line breaks used to help establish the rhythm of the poem?
RAT
By it and with it and on it and in it,
The water is all things to me.
Brother and sister and cousin and aunt,
It’s our world and it’s free!
Whether you stay
Or whether you play,
Or you up and row away,
Whether it’s dark or blue as the sky
11

I love it any old way
I love the floods
I love the muds
The rushes, the weeds, and the waves
Just leave me here,
All through the year,
Where I can potter away.
Whether you stay
Or whether you play,
You’re messing about on the water.
Create your own poem using rhyming words. To the class or in groups, present your poem choosing one
of the following formats:
Spoken Word

Reading Aloud

Song

Rap

DISCUSSION: What makes a poem a poem? What is rhyme? What is rhythm? What is spoken word? How
are spoken word, poetry, rap, and lyrics different? How are they the same?
CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grade 1 - 3 Oral Communication: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 |Writing: 1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 2.3 | Music: C1.3, C2.2
Grade 4 - 6 Oral Communication: 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 2.6 | Writing: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 | Music: C1.3
Grade 7 - 8 Oral Communication: 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 3.2, 3.3 | Music: C1.2, C1.3

ACTIVITY THREE: ANIMALS

OBJECTIVES: To observe and compare physical characteristics of different animals. To identify the
function and importance of different physical traits in animals.
a)

In groups of five, research one of the following animals: Otter, Badger, Mole, Toad, or Weasel.
In your groups, answer the questions below.

What does your animal
look like?

What does it eat?

Where does it live?

What does it feel like to
touch?

What climate does it
prefer?

What does its home
look like?

What makes it unique?

Why is this animal
important in nature?
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b) As a class, rank (using a scale of 1-5) and explain which animal would:
Run the fastest

Swim the best

Jump the highest

Dig the deepest

Eat the most

Reach the farthest

Smell the best

Hear the best

See the best

Feel the softest

c) Individually in your notebooks, choose which animal is the best to teach you each task below. Explain
your choices to the class.
How to cross a river?

How to pick apples from a tree?

How to build a tunnel?

How to navigate in the dark?

How to catch fish?

How to sleep soundly?

d) Using your research in Task A, create a poster or brochure that gives more information about each
animal.
e) In groups of 4-5, create a short scene with the characters in the play (Toad, Badger, Mole, Ratty,
Weasel) using what you have learned from b) and c) above.
DISCUSSION: In the wild, what connects these animals together? What makes them different? How did
we know the difference between the animals? In the play, how were we able to identify each animal?
CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grade 1 - 3 Understanding Life Systems: 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5 | Writing: 1.1, 1.3, 2.1 |
Oral Communication: 1.8 | Drama: B1.1, B1.2
Grade 4 - 6 Understanding Life Systems: 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5 | Drama: B1.1, B1.2 | Writing: 1.1,
1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.7 | Oral Communication: 1.8, 2.5, 2.6
Grade 7 - 8 Understanding Life Systems: 2.4, 3.1, 3.3, 3.4 | Drama: B1.2, B1.3 | Writing: 1.1, 1.3

The cast of STC’s
“The Wind in the Willows”
May 2019
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ACTIVITY FOUR: CREATE A MAZE MAP

OBJECTIVES: To analyse and construct simple maps as part of your investigation into the setting of the
play. To demonstrate an understanding of the basic elements of a map. To demonstrate an
understanding of composition, using principles of design to create narrative artworks or art works on a
theme or topic. To use elements of design in art works to communicate ideas, messages, and
understandings.
Here are some examples of different kinds of maze maps.

http://www.chroniclebooks.com/blog/wpcontent/uploads/hardest-maze.jpg

http://www.thinkmaze.com/wpcontent/uploads/ShipAtSea_maze_color.jpg

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/a7/0b/60/a7
0b60f169bc03eec5ea9ff5a97b1ee8.jpg

https://www.minecraftschematics.com/schematics/pictures/3959/l
arge-picture-3959.png?time=1409247678

https://i0.wp.com/makezine.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/04/legoballmaze.jpg
?resize=1200%2C670&strip=all&ssl=1

https://image.shutterstock.com/z/stockvector-cartoon-map-with-farm-roads-carsand-houses-city-map-for-children-withmaze-play-mat-vector-610983944.jpg

Create a maze or maze map of the Wild Woods. You can draw your maze, create it in 3D using different
materials (i.e. Lego, blocks), or build it online (i.e. using Minecraft). Be creative!
Start with Ratty’s river boat and end with Mole’s house. Make sure you stop at Badger’s on the way
through. Include different paths and obstacles to help make the route challenging.
In your maze map, include the following:
Where each animal lives, and what it looks like ( i.e. trees, mountains, rivers, meadows)
Where is Mole’s home? Where is Ratty’s river?
Title, Legend, Cardinal Directions, Scale
14

Give your maze to a classmate and have them try and find a way through.
Using cardinal directions (i.e. N-S-E-W), units of measurement (i.e. km, metres), and landmarks, produce
written directions on how to get from Ratty’s river boat to Mole’s house.
Example: Following the dirt road, walk one metre NW until you approach a meadow. Turn right until you
are facing E, and walk half a kilometre until you reach the blue river.
DISCUSSION: Before attempting the maze, did you plan out your route first? What did you do to ensure
that you found your way through the maze okay? What challenges did you face? What challenges did
you experience creating the maze map?
CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grade 1 - 3 Social Studies: A2.3, B2.4, B3.4, B3.5, B3.6 | Visual Arts: D1.2, D1.3, D2.3 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1
Grade 4 - 6 Social Studies: A2.3, B2.3 | Visual Arts: D1.3, D2.3 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1, 3.3
Grade 7 - 8: Visual Arts: D1.2, D1.3, D1.4 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1, 3.3, 3.7

The cast of STC’s
“The Wind in the Willows”
May 2019
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ACTIVITY FIVE: PERSONALITY TRAITS

OBJECTIVES: To identify and use adjectives in a sentence. To use symbols to describe abstract concepts.
To understand the use of metaphors. To apply theories of categorizing personality traits.
1) What is an adjective? Identify the adjective in each sentence:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

They live in a beautiful house.
It was a very long journey.
She wore a blue shirt.
He is an honest person.
The tall person at the busy store gave me a kind smile.

What are some adjectives to describe the different characters in the play?
2) Choose one character from Wind in the Willows and create a mindmap to record as many adjectives
and descriptive words you can think of to describe them. Think beyond physical traits and consider their
behaviours, interests and desires, moods/emotions, dislikes, and activities. If this character was any
colour, what colour would it be?

Working alone, create a mind map that describes your own personality, interests, activities, etc..
Use the colour that best describes you when drawing your mind map.
Working in pairs, create a mindmap that describes your partner, using the colour that you think best suits
their personality. Compare your mind maps. How were they the same and how were they different? Did

you choose the same colour?
Reflection: Why did you choose the colours you did? What do different colours mean to you? How can
others see us differently than we see ourselves?
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Extension: Research Don Lowry’s True Color Theory as well as modern adaptations of Colour Theory.
Using True Color Theory or a modern adaptation, identify the colour/character traits that best suit each
of the main characters in The Wind in the Willows. You can use an online True Colors Test (i.e.
https://my-personality-test.com/true-colours) to give greater insight into each character.

https://i0.wp.com/teamUE.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/blog1.png?fit=800%2C800

As a class, compare your results for each character.
Discussion Questions:
Were the results mostly the same? What do the results tell us about ourselves and the characters?
Why is it unlikely for every student to have the same results from the True Colors Test?
3) Create word clouds to describe yourself. What colour matches you best? Which animal are you most
like?
Extension: Using Color Theory, match yourself to the colour you think best fits who you are. Now, take
the True Colors Test. Were the results different from what you expected? What does the test tell us
about ourselves? What are some concerns about using Color Theories to describe people?
4) Write a descriptive sentence or paragraph that describes one of the characters in the play.
DISCUSSION: How can others see us differently than we see ourselves? Do you think Toad sees himself
the same way the others see him? Explain why or why not. What are some advantages and
disadvantages of having different perspectives of one another?
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CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grades 1 - 3 Health & Physical Education: 1.1, 1.5 | Writing: 1.3, 1.4, 2.3, 2.4, 3.3 | Drama: B2.1, B2.2
Grades 4 - 6 Health & Physical Education: 1.1, 1.5 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.2, 3.3 | Drama: B1.1, B2.1
Grades 7 - 8 Health & Physical Education: 1.1, 1.5 | Writing: 1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.2, 3.3 | Drama: B1.1, B2.1

ACTIVITY SIX: TRIAL OF TOAD

OBJECTIVES: To participate in a mock trial. To understand the basic elements of a trial. To develop
persuasive arguments.
What crime is Toad accused of committing?
GRADES 1 - 5
Divide the class into two groups.
Group One - List all the reasons why Toad SHOULD NOT go to prison for his crimes
Group Two - List all the reasons why Toad SHOULD go to prison for his crimes.
Each side presents their reasons to the whole class with the teacher allocating points for each reason
given. The group with the most points wins the case and determines whether or not Toad goes to
prison.
GRADES 6 - 8
With the teacher or one other student acting as JUDGE, divide the class into six groups and assign each a
character:
●
ACCUSED (TOAD)
●
PROSECUTION ATTORNEY
●
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
●
JURY
●
PROSECUTION WITNESS
●
DEFENSE WITNESS
In groups, research what your role and responsibilities are in a trial and record them on a poster to put
up in the room.
To prepare for the trial of Toad, complete the task associated with your character.
ACCUSED
List as much as you know about
Toad, including his family,
friends, behaviours, and key
events that took place in the
story.

PROSECUTION
List all the reasons why Toad is
guilty of committing the crime.
What proof can you find to
persuade the jury that Toad
should go to prison?
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DEFENSE
List all the reasons why Toad is
not guilty of committing the
crime. What proof can you find to
persuade the jury that Toad
should not go to prison?

JURY
Research and list all your legal
duties and obligations as a jury
member. What should you NOT
do as a jury member?

PROSECUTION WITNESS
Choose a character in the story
who can help prove that Toad is
guilty. List all the reasons why
they can prove that Toad is guilty.
Try to create persuasive
arguments.

DEFENSE WITNESS
Choose a character in the story
who can help prove that Toad is
not guilty. List all the reasons why
they can prove that Toad is not
guilty. Try to create persuasive
arguments.

From your research, create a courtroom scene with one or two representatives of each group
presenting their arguments. The JUDGE determines whether arguments are valid or not. If they are not
valid, they are to be dismissed and should not be used in the JURY’s decision. Once all arguments have
been presented, the JURY will discuss and decide their final decision. Is Toad guilty or not guilty?
DISCUSSION: Do you agree with the outcome of the trial? What makes a strong argument? If you could
redo the whole trial, what would you do differently?
CURRICULUM LINKS:
Grades 1 - 3 Oral Communication: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 | Drama: B1.1, B1.3
Grades 4 - 6 Oral Communication: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 | Drama: B1.1, B1.3
Grades 7 - 8 Oral Communication: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 | Drama: B1.1, B1.3, B2.1

RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
The following links provide additional information and resources on some of the topics in this Study
Guide.
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Glossary of Theatre Terms
IN REHEARSAL
Blocking
Cast
Costume
Rehearsal

The setting of the actors’ positions and movements in rehearsals.
The list of characters in a play and the actors who play them.
Clothes worn by the performers on stage.
The time during which the director leads performers in developing their characters,
learning lines and movement.
The text of a theatrical work that everyone in the collaboration builds from.
An actor who has learned and rehearsed the part of one of the leading actors to take
over for him/her in the event of illness, etc. (Our actors perform for you even when they
are not feeling their best).

Script
Understudy

IN THE THEATRE
Auditorium
Front of House
Box Office
Backstage
Wings
Dressing Room
Greenroom

The part of the theatre in which the audience sits - also known as the house.
The parts of the theatre open to patrons (e.g., box office, lobby, lounge)
The place where the tickets are sold.
All the areas that surround the stage that the audience does not see.
The areas to the left and right of the stage that the audience does not see.
A room where the performers put on makeup and costumes.
A room backstage in which the company can sit and relax before, during or after a show.

“Peter Pan” in rehearsal – May 2017

ON THE STAGE
Blackout
Curtain Call
Downstage
Stage Left
Stage Right
Upstage

“The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe” – January 2016

A lighting term: switching all lights out at once, leaving the stage in complete darkness.
Taking a bow in front of the audience at the end of a show.
The front portion of the stage, closest to the audience.
The left side of the stage from the performer’s point of view (opposite from the
audience’s perspective).
The right side of the stage from the performer’s point of view (opposite from the
audience’s perspective).
The back portion of the stage, furthest away from the audience.
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